rivalry between spatiotemporally coherent perceptual lower-level eye-specific representations to higher-level pattern representations [1, 20-22], although it is still representations appears to determine perception in these situations, a parametric investigation has suguncertain how these multiple levels coordinate their activity to produce the smooth transitions in visual awaregested that the neural locus at which rivalry is mediated is contingent on both the spatial and temporal properties ness experienced during rivalry. Some form of rivalry is inevitable in the perception of of the stimulus [19] . As such, it appears that rivalry occurs at multiple levels within the visual hierarchy, from all the stimuli mentioned above as a result of conflicting There were four conditions: one monocular, one binthat the main effect is not simply carried by the interaction because there is also an inversion effect in the ocular, and two interocular (Figure 1 ). In the monocular condition, both walkers were presented concurrently to interocular A condition (inversion ϫ monocular ϫ interocular A) F(1, 29) ϭ 12.4, p Ͻ 0.001 even though both the same eye, whereas in binocular presentation, one complete walker was presented to each eye. The inproportions are low (upright: 9%; inverted: 0.1%). The inversion effect indicates stronger perceptual terocular conditions consisted of elements of both walkers being distributed between the eyes such that one grouping of upright walkers than of inverted ones. This effect was evident to varying degrees in the data of each half of each walker was presented to each eye. In one condition (interocular A), each walker had a unique color of the six subjects (data not shown). The rivalry observed with inverted binocularly presented walkers suggests (red or green). In the interocular B condition, the color of the dots was such that each eye received input of a that inverted walkers can still be grouped in this condition, although less effectively than when shown upright. single color. Each of the above conditions was also carried out with spatially inverted walkers. In all condiThe much greater proportion of perceptual rivalry found during the binocular condition (upright: 55%; intions, the two walkers were vertically shifted by 0.43Њ relative to one another such that they overlapped in verted: 33%) compared to the interocular B condition, in which dots of a single color were presented to each space globally without dots belonging to one walker locally occluding the other at any time. In the absence eye (upright: 5%; inverted: 3%), confirms that the rivalry depends upon processing the stimulus as a coherent of rivalry, the percept in each condition except interocular B should be identical with one red walker and one walker rather than as simply being due to rivalry between differently colored clouds of dynamic dots. green walker appearing superimposed yet with the local elements nonoverlapping. In the interocular B condition, The reduction in rivalry duration in the interocular A condition, in which each uniquely colored walker is split each walker was split in color and could be perceived either as a cloud of interspersed red and green dots or between the eyes, compared to the binocular condition, demonstrates the extent to which the rivalry can be said as two multicolored walkers. In all conditions, the spread of colored dots was the same.
to be occurring due to eye rivalry rather than stimulus rivalry. The minimal amount of rivalry during the interocEach trial was presented for a 1 min duration, throughout which time participants were required to indicate ular A condition shows that rivalry during binocular presentation is in most part due to dominance of one signals via switches on a response box whether they perceived predominantly red or predominantly green dots or a from one eye over the other. The interocular A condition can be likened to patchwork rivalry [18] in which two mixture of both red and green. The duration of dominance of each percept was recorded. All conditions were pictures are presented and each distributed between the two eyes in a patchwork manner such that each eye presented five times in randomized order. Six participants took part in the study, the three authors and three receives complementary regions of the two pictures. However, although rivalry is inevitable between pictures subjects naïve to the purpose of the study.
The results averaged over six subjects (Figure 2) show presented in a patchwork fashion to the two eyes (as 
